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LOCAL NEWS

GLOBAL NEWS

Malaysia tangga ke - 5
di Asia bagi kesediaan
digital - UNCTAD

Apple to invest $1 billion
in new Texas campus

PKNS committed to
instilling knowledge to
Bumiputera, youth
entrepreneurs
Sales of wholesale, retail
trade 8.2% higher in
October

Retail

was the average
earning of
production workers
in Vietnam

9 years on

Techono

Malaysia Vision Valley
2.0 officially launched,

Self-Help

elements in eggs market

Retail

was the increment
of Malaysia
Industrial
Production Index
(IPI)
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Technology

MyCC to identify anti-
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+213.44 +0.99%

-2.69 -0.04%

Entrepreneurs

US$216

FTSE 6,877.50

General

was the expected
reduction of no. of
tourist in 2020
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Technology

500,000

+70.11 +0.29%

Retail

DJIA 24,597.38

DID YOU KNOW?

+31.90 +1.23% | NIKKEI 21,816.19

+12.73 +0.77% | SHANGHAI 2,634.05

Business

FBMKLCI 1,676.00

French protests have also
taken a toll on online
retailers – Fevad

Starbucks partners with
UberEats for delivery
in US, to double China
stores
These are the best tech
companies to work for in

India

New-age courses that
make entrepreneurial
development a learned
skill
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